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Abstract:  
 
In order to investigate the deep ocean inertia-gravity waves, a high-resolution global coupled 
atmosphere–ocean simulation is carried out with a coupling interval of 20 minutes. Large (�10−3 m 
s−1) root-mean-square variability of vertical velocity is found in middepths (2000–4000 m), which is 
not reported in previous studies using realistic ocean simulations. Horizontal distribution of the large 
variability roughly corresponds to the wintertime atmospheric storm tracks and is stretched 
equatorward due to β-dispersion in open ocean with some “shadow regions” behind the obstacles. 
Frequency spectrum of vertical velocity has strong peaks at around f and 2f (f is the local inertial 
period) in midlatitudes, and has additional peak at around (3/2)f or 3f at some points. These results 
suggest necessity of re-evaluation of wind-induced near-inertial energy with high-frequency 
atmospheric forcing.  
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1. Introduction

Near-inertial internal waves generated by winds and tides are considered as a primary en-15

ergy source for diapycnal mixing [Munk and Wunsch, 1998; Wunsch and Ferrari, 2004], which16

maintains the meridional overturning circulation of the world ocean.17

In the previous realistic simulation studies of the oceanic near-inertial response to winds,18

applied forcing data were taken from the products of the operational weather forecasting centers19

and their spatio-temporal resolutions were not enough to fully take into account of the wind20

intermittency such as wind pulses; Nagasawa et al. [2000] used 6-hourly wind data with the21

spacing of 1.875° and Zhai et al. [2007] used daily wind stress with the horizontal resolution of22

40 km, while the inertial period at 45°, for example, is about 17 hours. Such wind intermittency23

is, however, known to strongly increase the amplitude of the near-inertial motions [Klein et al.,24

2004]. This wind intermittency could be taken into account by use of a high-resolution coupled25

atmosphere–ocean general circulation model in which the coupling interval is determined as26

short as we like.27

Recently, Danioux et al. [2007] found that in a fully turbulent mesoscale eddy field the vertical28

kinetic energy, w2, of the near-inertial motions forced by wind pulses penetrates into the ocean29

interior more quickly and much deeper than the horizontal kinetic energy. They also found that30

two maxima of w2 appear, one around 100 m with the inertial frequency and the other around31

2000 m with the double-inertial frequency, and the emergence of these two maxima results from32

the lower vertical modes falling quickly out of phase from the higher vertical modes.33

In this paper, using a realistic high-resolution global coupled atmosphere–ocean general cir-34

culation model with a short coupling interval, we revisit and describe the deep ocean response35
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to wintertime atmospheric disturbances with focusing on its vertical velocity, the latter being36

easily distinguished from the background flow field without any a priori filtering, because of its37

energy peaks at inertial frequencies.38

2. Model and Data

We have carried out a global coupled atmosphere–ocean simulation using CFES [Komori39

et al., 2007], which consists of AFES [Ohfuchi et al., 2004; Enomoto et al., 2007] as the at-40

mospheric component and OFES [Masumoto et al., 2004; Komori et al., 2005] as the oceanic41

component. The latter is based on GFDL MOM 3 [Pacanowski and Griffies, 1999]. The main42

advantage of using a coupled model is that its resolution allows to take into account of the wind43

intermittency that drives the generation of ocean inertial waves.44

The resolution of the atmospheric component is T239 (the triangle truncation at wave number45

239, ∼50 km) in horizontal and 48 layers in vertical. The horizontal resolution of the oceanic46

component is 1/4° (∼25 km at the equator) in both longitude and latitude, and there are 54 lev-47

els in vertical, with varying distance between the levels from 5 m at the surface to 330 m at the48

maximum depth of 6065 m. For the horizontal mixing of momentum and tracers, biharmonic49

operator is applied with viscosity A0 cos3φ and diffusivity K0 cos3φ, where A0 = 27.0 × 1010
50

m4 s−1, K0 = 9.0×1010 m4 s−1, and φ is latitude. For the vertical mixing, the KPP scheme [Large51

et al., 1994] is employed with background viscosity and diffusivity of 1.0× 10−4 and 0.1× 10−4
52

m2 s−1, respectively. Coupling quantities (ocean surface variables for the atmospheric compo-53

nent; sea level pressure and momentum, heat, and freshwater fluxes for the oceanic component)54

are updated every 20 minutes, which is short enough to resolve the intermittent atmospheric55

disturbances.56
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After five-year coupled spin-up integration, vertical velocity, w, of the world ocean is sampled57

every hour for one month from 00:30UTC of January 1.58

3. Results

Figure 1 shows snapshots of w at 2012-m depth in the North Pacific and in the North Atlantic.59

The amplitude reaches 100 m day−1 in both basin and exceeds 200 m day−1 in some area. Striped60

pattern of w is formed especially in the interior regions and propagates equatorward due to β-61

dispersion [Anderson and Gill, 1979; Nagasawa et al., 2000; Garrett, 2001]. The meridional62

wavelength is about 200 km in midlatitudes and becomes shorter in lower latitudes as expected63

from the effect [D’Asaro et al., 1995]. In the Kuroshio Extension and Gulf Stream regions w64

is a little smaller than further east and less organized. Such regions correspond to those where65

the mixed layer depth is large in our simulation result (not shown), which potentially leads66

reduction of wind-induced energy input there [Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002]. The presence in67

the western part of mesoscale eddies (although not well resolved) and complicated bathymetry68

should make the inertial motions to be less organized than in the eastern part where only the69

β-effect is present.70

The root-mean-square (RMS) variability of w at 2012-m depth in the world ocean is shown71

in Fig. 2. RMS variability of the surface stress (wind stress for open ocean and ocean–ice stress72

for ice-covered region) magnitude is also plotted in the figure. The value of RMS variability73

of w is beyond 10−3 m s−1 in the central and eastern North Pacific in midlatitudes at this depth.74

Horizontal distribution of large RMS variability of w roughly corresponds to the distribution75

of large variability of surface stress and to the estimated distributions of large wind-induced76

energy input [Alford, 2001, 2003; Watanabe and Hibiya, 2002], that is, there are strong maxima77
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in midlatitudes (especially in the winter Hemisphere) corresponding to wintertime storm tracks.78

Additionally, due to β-dispersion, the region of large variability is stretched equatorward in79

open ocean while there exist some “shadow regions” behind the obstacles such as the Hawaiian80

Islands. Of course, variability of w is small in the regions such as the Indian Ocean and the81

eastern tropical Pacific offMexico of which the continents exist to the north.82

The amplitude of w in the deep layer in the North Pacific is larger than that in the North83

Atlantic, and the former might be less affected by bathymetry in midlatitudes, so we focus on84

the North Pacific hereinafter.85

Figure 3 shows meridional sections of snapshots and RMS variability of w in the western86

(145.1°E) and central (179.1°W) North Pacific. Most distinctive feature is the vertical distri-87

bution of RMS variability; The largest amplitude is found in middepths (2000–4000 m) far88

away from the thermocline and the ocean bottom with strong horizontal locality. In some areas89

(around 32°N in Fig. 3b and 40°N in Fig. 3d, for example) exist shallow (200–500 m) maxima90

of RMS variability. Note that in the Kuroshio Extension region shallower than 1000 m, w (Fig.91

3a) and its variability (Fig. 3b) are very weak.92

Finally, frequency spectrum of w at some points along 179.1°W is shown in Fig. 4. Frequency93

spectrum at 39.6°N (Fig. 4b), where exists shallow maximum of RMS variability (Fig. 3d), has94

strong peaks at around f and 2 f and additionally at 3 f (∼ 0.16 cph) in the shallow layer, where95

f is the local inertial frequency, and the 2 f peak is comparable to the f peak. Such a super-96

inertial waves in midlatitudes in deep ocean are reported by previous observational studies in97

the western North Pacific [Niwa and Hibiya, 1999] and in the Japan Sea [Mori et al., 2005]. At98

37.4°N (Fig. 4c), where exists deep maximum of RMS variability (Fig. 3d), frequency spectrum99
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has strong and broad peaks at around f and 2 f and a weak peak at around (3/2) f (∼ 0.08 cph)100

in the deep layer. Note that a weak peak at this frequency in the deep layer is also found in101

frequency spectrum at 45.1°N (Fig. 4a) as well as peaks at around f and 2 f . The f and 2 f102

peaks are easily found at other locations in midlatitude, whereas the (3/2) f and 3 f peaks are103

seldom found. At lower latitude (Fig. 4d), frequency spectrum becomes much broader.104

4. Possible Mechanism

The idealized numerical experiments [Price, 1983; Niwa and Hibiya, 1997] showed that105

super-inertial (2 f and 3 f ) waves are excited as lee waves by traveling storms/hurricanes over the106

ocean. Niwa and Hibiya [1997] suggested that the lowest-vertical-mode double-inertial wave is107

generated through the nonlinear interaction between the high-vertical-mode near-inertial waves.108

Danioux and Klein [2007] proposed another mechanism, a scale-selective resonance which is109

activated by oceanic mesoscale structure and produces dominant frequency–wavenumber pairs110

such as (2 f ,
√

3/r) and (3 f ,
√

8/r) with r the Rossby radius of deformation of each vertical111

mode. These two results are extremes in a sense that Niwa and Hibiya [1997] does not consider112

the oceanic horizontal structure and Danioux and Klein [2007] does not consider the move-113

ment of wind forcing. Detailed analysis using vertical normal modes will help to understand114

the mechanism which induces super-inertial waves in middepths as well as the double-peaked115

vertical profile of RMS variability of w, but this remains for future work.116

5. Concluding Remarks

A high-resolution global coupled atmosphere–ocean simulation is carried out to investigate117

the deep ocean inertia-gravity waves. It is found that RMS variability of w is large (∼ 10−3
118

m s−1) in middepths (2000–4000 m), and its frequency spectrum has strong peaks at around f119
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and 2 f in midlatitudes and has additional peak at around (3/2) f or 3 f at some points. These120

results imply the possibility that parametric subharmonic instability occurs in the real ocean121

not only in lower latitudes where the frequency of inertial waves generated in midlatitudes122

becomes twice the local inertial frequency [Nagasawa et al., 2000], but also in midlatitudes as123

a consequence of the generation of 2 f and 3 f frequency waves, though our model ocean has124

no ability to reproduce the instability due to the lack of sufficient spatial resolution and non-125

hydrostatic physics. The effect of these large-amplitude super-inertial motions in middepths on126

turbulent mixing is still unknown, but this phenomena could be a candidate for the process that127

causes the large value (10−4 m2 s−1) of vertical diffusivity at middepths required for realistic128

reproduction of the deep Pacific circulation in ocean general circulation model [Tsujino et al.,129

2000].130

Our results of the maximum of RMS variability of w at middepths were not reported in pre-131

vious studies using realistic simulations, such as Zhai et al. [2007], because they focused only132

on the horizontal kinetic energy. It should be noted that using a high frequency wind stress,133

as in this study, instead of a daily wind stress, Klein [2007] produces a larger maximum of134

vertical kinetic energy at depth. However, the ocean model used in this study is a so-called135

eddy-permitting one, so unlike Zhai et al. [2007] the “inertial chimney” effect [Kunze, 1985]136

is not fully activated. Further study using a realistic eddy-resolving ocean model with higher-137

frequency atmospheric forcing is necessary to resolve the contradiction.138
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a

b

Figure 1. Snapshots of vertical velocity at 2012-m depth (a) in the North Pacific and (b) in the

North Atlantic. Unit in color bar is 10−3 m s−1.
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Figure 2. RMS variability of vertical velocity calculated from one month data at 2012-m depth.

Unit in color bar is common logarithm of m s−1. Overplotted are RMS variability of the surface

stress magnitude (≥ 0.2 N m−2). Contour interval is 0.05 N m−2.
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a b

c d

Figure 3. (left) Snapshots and (right) RMS variability of vertical velocity along (top) 145.1°E

and (bottom) 179.1°W. Units in color bars are 10−3 m s−1 for snapshots and common logarithm

of m s−1 for RMS variability. RMS variability is calculated from one month data.
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a b

c d

Figure 4. Frequency spectrum of vertical velocity calculated from one month data along

179.1°W at the depths of 381 m (red curve) and 2980 m (blue curve). (a) 45.1°N, (b) 39.6°N,

(c) 37.4°N, and (d) 25.1°N. f is the local inertial frequency.
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